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Abstract
We describe the structure of the nonlinear system for the coecients of diagonally implicit multistage integration
methods for ordinary dierential equations. This structure is then utilized in the search for methods of high order and
stage order with a given stability function. New methods were obtained by solving the nonlinear systems by state-of-the-art
software based on least squares minimization. c© 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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In a series of papers [2{6] we described the construction of diagonally implicit multistage inte-
gration methods (DIMSIMs) for the numerical solution of ordinary dierential equations (ODEs)
y0(x) = f(y(x)); x2 [x0; X ];
y(x0) = y0:
(1)
These methods are characterized by the vector c2Rs and four coecient matrices A2Rss, U 2Rsr ;
B2Rrs, and V 2Rrs, and take the form
Y = hAf(Y ) + Uy[n−1]; y[n] = hBf(Y ) + Vy[n−1]; (2)
n=1; 2; : : : ; N; Nh=X − x0. Here, the components Yi of Y approximate y(xn−1 + cih); i=1; 2; : : : ; s,
up to the (stage) order q, and the components y[n]i of y[n] approximate linear combinations
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rX
k=0
iky(k)(xn)hk ; i = 1; 2; : : : ; r
with coecients ik , up to the order p. The methods with p= q= r= s seem to be most promising
for practical applications and the majority of papers up to date on DIMSIMs are devoted to this
case.
It was proved in [2] that for method (2) with p= q= r = s and U = I , the coecient matrix B
can be determined from the vector c and coecient matrices A and V by means of the following
formula:
B= B0 − AB1 − VB2 + VA;
where B0; B1, and B2 are matrices with (i; j) components given byZ 1+ci
0
lj(x) dx; lj(1 + ci);
Z ci
0
lj(x) dx; (3)
respectively, and
lj(x) =
Y
k 6=j
x − ck
cj − ck :
The coecients c; A, and V are then usually determined by imposing appropriate stability conditions.
In [4{6] we described the construction of type 1 and type 2 DIMISIMs with the coecient matrix
A of the form
A=
2
6666664
 0 : : : 0
a21  : : : 0
...
...
. . .
...
as1 as2 : : : 
3
7777775
;
with = 0 and > 0; respectively, and with the rank one matrix V of the form
V = evT;
where e=[1; : : : ; 1]2Rr and v=[v1; : : : ; vr]T with Pri=1 vi=1. In these papers we were aiming mainly
at the methods for which the stability polynomial has the form
p(w; z) = ws−1(w − R(z))
for type 1 methods and
p^(w; z^) = ws−1(w − R^(z^))
for type 2 methods, where z^ = z=(1− z), and R(z) and R^(z^) are approximations of order p to the
exponential functions exp(z) and exp(z^=(1+ z^)), respectively. We refer to [2] or [4] for denitions
of the stability polynomials.
In what follows we will revert to standard notation and write z; R(z), and p(w; z) instead of
z^; R^(z^), and p^(w; z^) for both cases with an understanding that a dierent interpretation is required
for > 0 (type 2 methods). This will allow us to discuss the construction of type 1 and type 2
DIMSIMs at the same time.
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The above requirement on the structure of the polynomial p(w; z) leads to the system of
equations
pkl = 0; k = 2; 3; : : : ; s; l= k − 1; k; : : : ; s; (4)
where pkl are coecients of ws−kzl in p(w; z).
This system was solved with some success in [4] with the aid of MATHEMATICA and con-
tinuation packages from PITCON, ALCON and HOMPACK to obtain DIMSIMs up to the order
p= q=4, in [5] by using optimization methods based on Levenberg{Marquardt algorithm to obtain
methods of order p= q=5 and p= q=6, and in [6] by using state-of-the-art optimization software
based on variable-model trust-region least-squares algorithms to obtain DIMSIMs of order p= q=7
and p= q= 8.
The drawback of the approaches described in [5,6] is their relatively high cost. Moreover, we were
not always able to solve Eq. (4) to the desired accuracy. In what follows we will try to exploit the
structure of these systems to design more accurate and more robust algorithms for their numerical
solution than those described in [5,6].
The special structure of the system (4) is revealed in the following result.
Theorem 1. The coecients pkl; k=2; 3; : : : ; s; l=k−1; k; : : : ; s; of the stability polynomial p(w; z)
are linear with respect to vi; i = 1; 2; : : : ; s − 1. Moreover; for methods with abscissas c1 = 0 and
cs = 1 the coecients pks; k = 2; 3; : : : ; s; corresponding to ws−kzs are homogenous with respect to
vi; i = 1; 2; : : : ; s− 1.
Proof. It was demonstrated in [4] that p(w; z) can be computed from the equation
p(w; z) = det(Q(w; z));
with
Q(w; z) = w(I − zA)− V − zB0 + zAB1 + zVB2;
where for type 2 DIMSIMs A, B0, and B2 should be replaced by A − I; B0 − B1, and B2 − I ,
respectively. To show the rst part of the theorem we will use the transformation for the analysis
of DIMSIMs introduced by Butcher in [3]. This transformation has the form
A = T−1AT; B = T−1BT; V  = T−1VT;
where T = [tij]
s
i; j=1 is a similarity matrix dened by
tij =
Y
k<j
(ci − cj):
It is easy to verify that the matrix V  takes the form
V  =
2
6666664
1 v1    vs−1
0 0    0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0    0
3
7777775
;
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where vi ; i = 1; 2; : : : ; s− 1, are linear functions of vj; j = 1; 2; : : : ; s− 1. Put
B0 = T
−1B0T; B1 = T
−1B1T; B2 = T
−1B2T:
Then
p(w; z) = det(Q(w; z)) = det(Q(w; z));
where
Q(w; z) = w(I − zA)− V  − zB0 + zAB1 + zV B2 :
The rst part of the theorem now follows by expanding det(Q(w; z)) with respect to the rst row
of Q(w; z).
To prove the second part of the theorem we must show that
pksjvi=0 = 0:
We have
p(w; z)jvi=0 = det(Q0(w; z)) = det(w(I − zA)− V0 − zB0 + zAB1 + zV0B2);
where
V0 = V jvi=0 =
2
6666664
0 0    1
0 0    1
...
...
. . .
...
0 0    1
3
7777775
:
Since c1 = 0 and cs = 1 it follows from Eq. (3) that the rst row of B0 is equal to the last row
of B2. Moreover, the rst row of B1 is equal to [0; 0; : : : ; 1]. Hence, it is easy to verify that the
rst row of B0 − V0B2 is equal to zero. This implies that the rst row of Q0(w; z) is independent of
z. Expanding det(Q0(w; z)) with respect to the rst row of Q0(w; z) it follows that the polynomial
p(w; z)jvi=0 has at most the degree s−1 with respect to z. This is equivalent to the second part of the
theorem.
It follows from this theorem that the system (4) can be written in the form
H (A) ~v= b(A); G(A) ~v= 0; (5)
~v = [v1; v2; : : : ; vs−1]
T, where H (A) and G(A) are matrices of dimensions (s − 1)  s(s − 1)=2 and
(s−1)(s−1); respectively, and b(A) is a vector of dimension s(s−1)=2. The subsystem G(A)=0 in
Eq. (5) corresponds to equations pks=0; k=2; 3; : : : ; s, or to equations 2; 5; 9; 13; : : : ; (s−1)(s+2)=2
in the system (4). For given A the matrices H and G can be easily assembled by computing pkl with
vi = 1; vj = 0; j 6= i; i = 1; 2; : : : ; s− 1. Then the ith column of G corresponds to pks, k = 2; 3; : : : ; s
computed with vj given above and the ith column of H corresponds to the remaining components
of pkl.
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If (A; ~v) is a solution to Eq. (5) (with c1 = 0 and cs =1) then the vector ~v necessarily belongs to
the kernel of the matrix G(A). Augmenting this system by the equation
det(G(A)) = 0; (6)
and applying the methods based on least squares minimization described in [5,6] we can improve
the accuracy and reliability of the search for high order DIMSIMs. The least squares solution of
Eqs. (5) and (6) was treated as an unconstrained minimization problem [9]. The algorithm used is
an updated version of the adaptive NL2SOL method [8]. It is implemented in the DN2G routine of
the PORT library [11] and switches between a Gauss{Newton and an augmented Hessian technique.
More details can be found in [1].
We present below the examples of methods of order p = q = 8 of type 1 and type 2 which
were found by using the approach described above. For type 2 methods we have chosen  =
0:23437316 which corresponds to a stability function which is A-stable and L-stable (compare [10]).
The coecients of these methods were rst obtained numerically in decimal form and then converted
to rational approximations by using the MATHEMATICA function Rationalize[x; dx] with x= ,
x = aij, or x = vi, and dx = 10−16.
Example 1. DIMSIM of type 1 with p= q= r = s= 8:
A=
2
6666666666666666666666666666664
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
− 4799391
109600624
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
− 7084255
44214741
17721621
44901109
0 0 0 0 0 0
82388
22436013
1979859
44117147
3308947
9489662
0 0 0 0 0
19279899
57881065
−29079811
49635844
5341096
16024079
3540409
12279045
0 0 0 0
21369181
27219020
−27429609
16897936
41539571
55213048
− 98999
4485648
31019890
97369853
0 0 0
82051934
81803023
−257108579
152367966
− 60614341
103081066
36889272
24855997
−32736063
56088695
8426748
19817489
0 0
34490632
29289463
−36847046
18121741
−45627646
37072793
78356285
33255353
−10606669
11906193
3991459
21455255
45776567
138643852
0
3
7777777777777777777777777777775
;
~v =
h
− 5141882
28790301
18295053
8986400
−22568561
8178024
−60947619
40175153
140869873
99448180
440433061
47409414
−2068399391
135143111
iT
:
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Example 2. DIMSIM of type 2 with p= q= r = s= 8:
A=2
66666666666666666666666664
19388949
82726832
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
− 794744
160291853
19388949
82726832
0 0 0 0 0 0
− 7007096
52873659
229158931
767251339
19388949
82726832
0 0 0 0 0
−38925268
73466653
149186126
118523965
1491008
45271907
19388949
82726832
0 0 0 0
−113039273
183245621
184932937
135739601
44285148
33450673
− 24257401
102169622
19388949
82726832
0 0 0
− 32917995
102782453
211345502
289119923
116358065
38290938
13882505
170458539
− 4371333
21814207
19388949
82726832
0 0
− 7974826
75971035
126178573
221124439
109387515
24685424
9962009
20170735
16224809
302882886
− 19429146
108917503
19388949
82726832
0
−23707474
63811445
139015687
118620670
211412703
29809252
−42324764
37671525
89779429
71468206
− 21977033
160680792
− 25251475
158564554
19388949
82726832
3
77777777777777777777777775
;
~v =
h
− 55147903
108319406
81199228
51576215
−91651072
58171121
14827630
133625727
204788549
81479189
−248176089
38151796
−268002139
46448435
iT
:
The approach described in this paper is applicable, in principle, to the derivation of methods of any
order. However, as the order p increases the resulting algebraic equations are becoming increasingly
more complicated and it may be dicult, if not impossible, to solve such systems for p> 8. A
dierent approach to the derivation of DIMSIMs of any order with the matrix V of rank higher than
one has been considered recently by Butcher and Wright [7].
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